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If you design free or commercial themes for XOOPS, ThemeBot is a great place to showcase
your work and be found. Hundreds of new visitors come to themebot.com daily to find templates
for their website. Some of the benefits: ? ThemeBot is the only website that hosts a gallery of
themes for various Content Management Systems, Forums, and Blogs in addition to standard
XHTML templates. And new platforms are constantly being added. This translates into more
visitors. ? It is free to have your theme featured in the gallery and new themes section. ? A high
quality screenshot of your theme is created for you. New and featured themes tend to rise to the
top of the gallery and attract more visitors. ? ThemeBot was built to support freelance web
developers, web design firms and open source software. A 10% donation of profits is made to
the open source platforms used on the site. When you submit your theme, you are casting your
vote for XOOPS. Come and visit ThemeBot.com. It is easy to get started and have your theme
showcased.
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